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example: „Vivantes Komfortklinik“
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overview: „The Leading Medical Wellness Hotels & Resorts“
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implication to Croatia/ possibilities for common projects
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German Medical Wellness Association

German Medical Wellness Associaton
network

foundation meeting :

April 2005

important press- conferences:

ITB-Berlin- the worlds leading
trade show (2006 – 2018) in
Germany and in Europa

structure formation:

country- partnerships,
business-division

tasks:

- political lobby work
- education
- quality assurance programs
- development of projects
- managing of hotels & resorts, clinics
& hospitals
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entry into the association register: 01.11.2005, Nr.24997 Nz

German Medical Wellness Association
network

-

population: 81.5 million, including 9.11 million foreign nationals

-

capital: Berlin

-

founded: 1949, followed by German reunification with accession of
the German Democratic Republic on 3. October 1990.

-

head of government: chancellor Angela Merkel (Nov. 2005)

-

the five largest cities: Berlin (3.5m inhabitants), Hamburg (1.8m),
Munich (1.4m), Cologne (1m), Frankfurt am Main (701,350 )

-

lifespan: 81,8 years!

-

Hospitals: 1.950 /about 500.000 beds/19,5 million patients/
7,3 days length per stay (2017) – Hotels: 45.000
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short overview of Germany:

German Medical Wellness Association/ the market
network

Headings of the press (selection) :
•45 % of the Europeans, interest in Medical Wellness (BAT-Institut)
•selfies increase the demand for plastic surgeries
•Medical Wellness is a billion dollar market
•Hotels and Clinics can score points with Medical Wellness

•health tourism should be expanded
•new hotel and clinics with the target group of best ager

•common marketing for medical wellness
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•the new medical health spa or the medical cure center is open

(Future) trend of Wellness is Medical Wellness
network

Definition Wellness:
The term wellness is derived from the terms wellbeing and fitness, the
lifestyle concept Wellness aims at well-being in a good physical
condition.

Medical Wellness: (very short definition):

=> additional health programs
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Medical Wellness is the combination of conventional medical services,
alternative therapies and offers the relaxation in the traditional spa.
(German Medical Wellness Association 2014)

Medical-Tourism different aspects:
network

-

Medical tourism is the practice of travelling abroad in order to
receive a medical treatment.

-

In general, is the travel of people to another country for the
purpose of optaining medical treatments in that country.

-

(at a most fascinating hotel/clinic/hospital/…
with a high standard, in a nice area.)

 can we develop together an own way

for Croatia?
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What is medical-tourism?:

different types of Health-Tourism:
network

terminology:
alternate terms: health tourism, medical journey, global healthcare…
specify: surgical tourism, transplant tourism, dental tourism …

-

for Medical reasons (surgery, doctor consultations, medical
treatment

-

for recreation (prevention programs, cure, healthy –life)

-

for unnecessary medical interventions (plastic surgery, dentist, eyes,
hair)
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different types:

Future trends Medical Wellness
network

top specialties for Medical Wellness, increased demands from the
customer aspects for:

-

eye lasers, hair transplantation
dental treatments, plastic surgery
skin tightening (hotels in cooperation with clinics)

- also: termal-water, ayurveda, TCM, kneipp, thalasso, mineralwater
physiotherapeutic, detox and more…

=> it’s not enough to have rooms and hot-water!
- (Lifespan: about 81,1 years in Europa)
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Typical for hotels:

What is Health?
network

the way - very short definition:

WHO-definition:
. “Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. (1948 )
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Medical tourism has a long tradition: the first greeks traveled to
Epidaurus (thousend of year before) , in the 18th-century, the first spa
are developed and later the first clinics.

Health-tourism numbers:
network

-

market worldwide:

over 15 Billion US Dollar

-

most important regions:

Asia, USA, Europa, Africa

-

important countries: USA, Germany, Turkey, Malaysia, Israel, India,
Hungary, Russia, Spain, Egypt (and more…)

-

Korea: Plastic-Surgery, Skin-care - number 1 in the world!

-

burnout prevention: Europe

-

for medical-treatment, the stay is minimum
4 – 7 nights/ later a recreation-time

-

in 2050 3.5 Mio. Elder will be over 100 years! old!

(Quelle: DMWV 2018)
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Health-tourism numbers:

reasons for medical treatments abroad:
network

-

no specials offers in the home country

-

the costs are cheaper

-

the clinics/hotel are specialized and feel better, use latest
technology

-

wants to be away from home for the treatment

-

treatment appointment will be given immediately, no waiting list

-

recommendations from friends or family

-

good customer care and tourist program
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seven reasons for medical treatments abroad:

health-tourism problems:
network

Health-tourism problems for individuals:
-

cultural differences (religion, behavior, …)

-

culture aspects

-

different kinds of claims

-

patient: man, women, child, single

-

language

-

time-different between countries/continents

-

=> we have to find a solution for these problems
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=> age?

Health-tourism problems/ accreditation:
network

-

payment of the application (cash-money, credit-card)

-

quotation for the medical treatment

-

final settlement

-

earn handling fee from the hospital? (not in Germany!)

-

visa, length of stay, language

-

quality of the intermediary company, if needed

 use international accreditation/certification programs!

 from Temos, Joint Commission, diff. Hospital Association, Global
Clinic Rating, German Medical Wellness Assoc. and more …
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Health-tourism problems for the organization:

Health-tourism quality aspects:
network

Health-tourism quality aspects, what the individual need:
-

translation service (does the doctors speak a foreign language)

-

qualified doctors and nursery, comfortable patient-rooms

-

high quality interior and equipment

-

care services for the patients/clients and the family, if needed

-

get acquainted with the attending physicians

-

development of a tourism-program

-

guests want a clear positioning of the clinic

-

open to conversation 24/7
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- customer-care: transfer from and to the airport (limousine-service)

Health-tourism quality aspects:
network

Health-tourism patient aspects:
-

very friendly service in the clinic for the patients

-

90% of the service starts latest at the booking and before in the
internet with true photos on clinic websites: Facts are more
important than feelings

-

to get the results after the treatment (evaluation, treatment
pictures, documented quality management)

=> the patient go back to his own country as friend!
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- important for the patient/client , before he decide:

Why do they choice Germany as a patient? :
:

-

Trust in one of the world’s best healthcare system - prevention care,
rehabilitation , treatment for acute cases

-

latest technologies, transparent quality , most highly trained
doctors

-

about 30 hospitals with “supramaximal” level of care and
technology (mostly university hospitals – Charité/Berlin)

-

high-tech medicine, excellent infrastructure for prevention care,
rehabilitation and treatments for chronic diseases

-

nearby are hotels, shopping-center and a great outdoor
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network

Health-tourism quality aspects/ internet:
network

https://www.berlin-health-excellence.com/
-

cosmetic/plastic Surgery
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main point: quality management at all levels!

Health-tourism quality aspects/ Internet:
network

https://www.berlin-health-excellence.com/
-

cosmetic/plastic Surgery
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main point: quality management at all levels!

Health-tourism quality aspects/ Internet:
network

https://www.berlin-health-excellence.com/
-

cosmetic/plastic Surgery
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main point: quality management at all levels!

solution for „foreign“ patient Komfortklinik (Vivantes)
network

„medical quality meets comfort and services“ (hotel
standard):

!
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-

solution for „foreign“ patient Komfortklinik (Vivantes)
network

hotel standard for hospitals: (selection)
- completion of the admission formalities on the station
- special gastronomic offer
- electrically adjustable comfort beds, Bedside table with fridge
- modern equipped bathroom Overnight with soap, shower gel,
- hairdryer and make-up mirror

-

free Internet access

-

…
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- newspapers / magazines/ TV multilingual

The Leading Medical Wellness Hotels & Resorts
network

• development of a special „brand“ for hotels, Clinics & Spa
• development of a benchmark leadership, with an exclusive
premiumbrand, including sales- and marketing-tools
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„The Leading Medical Wellness Clinics & Spa“

The Leading Medical Wellness Clinics & Spa
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Implication to Croatia:
network

-

The Croatian way for the best quality of medical and rehabilitation
services for foreign patients, is a combination between a very
modern, high quality clinic or hospital, combined with the
traditional Croatian/Kvarner hospitality (wine and food) and the
development of a modern health-enhancing spa, with the integrate
of doctors.
Croatia and the coast-line has to promote himself as a destination
for health-tourism in Europe and the world.
www.dmwv.de

-

network

Conclusion:
„Let us work together and develop Croatia/ Kvarner
to the
Leading Health Tourism destination

Lutz Lungwitz, November 2018
German Medical Wellness Association
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with a high quality standard of medical services“

network

Thank you for your attention,
see you soon!
(International Medical Wellness Association)
German Medical Wellness Association
Heideläuferweg 75a, 12353 Berlin, Germany
Telefon:
+49 30/ 63 419 445
Mobile:
+49-177-503 26 00
Fax:
+49 30/ 948 73 079
Skype:
lutz.lungwitz
E-Mail:
lutz.lungwitz@dmwv.de
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